
Point of Sale Terminals Installed 
SX-705’s  x  96 

DX-915’s  x  4 

12 Bars   2 Mobile Bars 
2 Mobile Coffee Carts  9 Snack Bars 

2 Function Rooms   
25 Corporate Suites 

 

  

Skilled Park Stadium, built by Watpac Construction 
and managed by Queensland Government Sports 
Facilities Authority with catering organised by      
Michael O’Brien Catering. These 3 organisations got 
together during construction time to make a decision 
about which POS system to install to cater for the 
many thousands of hungry and thirsty fans on game 
and function days. 
They were looking for a system that was fast, robust 
and reliable while at the same time being easy to 
operate by the mainly casual staff that would be 
serving customers on the day. The system also had 
to be sophisticated enough to provide a wealth of 
back office stock and sales information to Michael 
O’Brien Catering. 
From a host of systems available on the market the 
organisers settled on a POS System supplied by Uni-
well POS Australia. 
 
The Uniwell DX915 15” touch screen system was 
chosen for the function rooms 
and the Uniwell SX705 compact 
terminal for general food and 
bar outlets. Designed and built 
in Japan, Uniwell has a reputa-
tion for quality and reliability 
and is used in stadiums around 
the world including Wembley 
Arena in the UK and Edmonton's Commonwealth 
Stadium in North America. 
 
The large bright screen of the Uniwell EPOS system 
makes it quick and easy for staff to make sales.  
They quickly learn how to operate the system as it is 
intuitive and has been customised to the require-
ments of Skilled Park. 
The speed of the Uniwell system maximises the 

number of transactions that can 
be completed during the mad rush 
of sales pre game and at half 
time.  This in turn maximises 
revenue on game day and also 
keeps customers happy with the 
speedy service. 

Skilled Park, located on Queensland’s Gold Coast is 
a world class $160 million stadium which was offi-
cially opened in February 2008. With a ground ca-
pacity of 28,000 it is the home of the Australian 
Rugby League’s exciting Gold Coast Titans . 

All 100 Registers are connected through a network 
consisting of Fibre Optic and Cat6e cabling to 
UniLynx Plus, a back office software package pro-
viding comprehensive sales analysis, stock manage-
ment and register maintenance.  Updates are sent 
and sales collected from all registers via the net-
work in a matter of minutes! 
With just the click of a button UniLynx will display 
total sales for each location at any time throughout 
the day. This essential feature gives a quick over-
view of sales across the entire network and allows 
for accurate decisions regarding staff level require-
ments in each location. 
High staff numbers mean that  security was an ex-
tremely  important factor for MOBC and the Uniwell 
System has been designed with security in mind. 
Up to 8 different levels of security can be setup, 
allowing different access levels for staff and man-
agement. 

Find out how a Uniwell EPOS System can  benefit you: 

Phone : 02 9651 7366 - email : sales@uniwell.net.au www.uniwell.net.au 

SX705 

DX915 


